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ABSTRACT
Online product reviews help consumers make purchase decisions
when shopping online. As such, many computational models have
been constructed to automatically evaluate the helpfulness of
customer product reviews. However, many existing models are
based on simple explanatory variables, including those extracted
from low quality reviews that can be misleading and lead to
confusion. Quality feature selection is essential for predicting the
helpfulness of online customer reviews. The Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers (BERT) is a very recently
developed language representation model which can attain state-ofthe-art results on many natural language processing tasks. In this
study, a predictive model for determining helpfulness scores of
customer reviews based on incorporation of BERT features with
deep learning techniques is proposed. The application analyzes the
Amazon product reviews dataset, and uses a BERT features based
algorithm expected to be useful in help consumers to make a better
purchase decisions.

NEURAL NETWORK BASED MODEL
In this study, the proposed NN based model is formed by incorporating BERT pretrained model with one additional output layer to predict the helpfulness
score. The regression model contains 3 main terms: BERT features, star rating, and product type. The BERT features are obtained from the BERT pretrained model as vectors [4]. Though the vectors are difficult to explain and understand directly, they are data driven outcomes and hence, the BERT
features are reliable. The star rating can be extracted from the data directly and the product type is determined by the previous research [1, 2, 3]. The
model is designed as:

𝑠 = 𝑓(𝑤𝑇 𝑥 + 𝑏)
Here s is the helpfulness score, f is the activation function ReLU, x is the vector of input and w is a vector as the weight of x, where the length of x and w
is determined by the length of the input. b is bias and it is a single value since there is only one output which is the predicted helpfulness score. The
equation above can be extended in detail:

RESULTS
In this section, the exact same data in [5] is used for comparison,
and the best results (best average MAE and smallest stand deviation)
in that paper are compared. The data is collected from
http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/
and reviews with more than 10 total votes are selected, to match
what that paper did (this data is different from the testing data used
in section 3). Ten different data sets are generated randomly by
using these selected data. For each data set, 80% is chosen as the
training set, 10% as the development set, and another 10% as the
test set. There are 520 reviews for each test of Cellphone products
and 836 reviews for each test of Beauty products, as was done
in [5], and the proposed model does not contain the product type
(experience or search goods) for this comparison.

𝑠 = 𝑓(𝑤1𝑇 𝐹𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇 + 𝑤2𝑇 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝑤3𝑇 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 + 𝑏)
where 𝑤1, 𝑤2 and 𝑤3 are vectors of weight corresponding to specific terms.
The loss function of this NN based model is measured by mean absolute error (MAE):

DATA
In this study, 2 datasets are generated for the experiment. The first
dataset is for testing the model. It is collected by Amazon.com,
which is downloadable at
https://s3.amazonaws.com/amazon-reviews-pds/tsv/index.txt.

𝑛
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where 𝑆𝑖 represents the real helpfulness score from the original dataset, 𝑠Ƹ𝑖 is the corresponding predicted helpfulness score, and n is the number of
reviews in dataset. The input of the NN are elements in x. For each element in x, it multiples the corresponding weight in the hidden layer. The bias b is
added to this. The output of the NN is the summation of outputs that come from the activation function as showed below.

It contains 2 product categories (cameras and video games) with
different product types (search goods or experience goods) that were
used in prior research [1, 2, 3]. The original data has 15 columns,
and this model focused on 4 factors, which are listed below:
Star rating: The 1 to 5 star rating of the review.
Helpful votes: Number of helpful votes the review received.
Total votes: Number of total votes the review received. This is equal
to the number of helpful votes plus the number of not helpful votes.
Review body: The review text.

Fig. 3. Comparison with explanatory variables based regression model
In this study, a BERT features approach was investigated for
linguistic and psychological information to incorporate into a NN
model for predicting scores for helpfulness of online reviews. The
comparison shows that the predictive results of the proposed model
are not only better in terms of MAE, but also yield a smaller
standard deviation. This means that the BERT based NN model is
more stable than the models with limited explanatory variables
across different product categories. These results show the model is
reliable in predicting the helpfulness scores of customer reviews,
while avoiding limitations such as the time consuming process
associated with selecting and extracting explanatory variables.
Fig. 2. Regression Process in Neural Network
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Fig .1. Helpful votes on Amazon.com
10000 reviews were selected randomly (from those where the number
of total votes was greater than 30) from 2 different categories
(Camera and Video Game).
After filtering the data, the extracted data is divided into 3 subsets:
80% of the data as the training set, 10% as the development set and
another 10% as the testing set.
Therefore, for each category, there are 4000 reviews to train the
regression model, 500 reviews to optimize the parameters of the
model (development set), and 500 reviews for
testing.
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The program is based on the original BERT release. The source code is downloadable at
https://github.com/google-research/bert#fine-tuning-with-bert
Data pre-processing The files are generated for testing and the comparison. The process is listed below:
Step 1: Select data to match the condition, for example, the number of total votes is greater than 30.
Step 2: Convert the data file to .tsv file.
Step 3: Randomly divide the data into training, development and test sets.
Step 4: Repeat step 3 until enough data is collected.
Neural Network incorporating BERT The general steps to run the code on Tensor-Flow are:
Step 1: Extract the BERT features from each dataset.
Step 2: Combine the BERT features with star rating and product type as the input to the NN.
Step 3: Train the model in NN using training data and optimize the parameters with the development set.
Step 4: Test the model and calculate the error.
Step 5: Repeat Steps 1 to 4 on 10 random data subsets, and calculate the average error and standard deviation.
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